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The world has seen various political eruptions 
in the past two years. Many of us read these 

unstable times as a consequence of an economic 
system that hasn’t delivered for the majority com-
bined with a narrative that demonises the poorest 
and scapegoats immigrants. I’ve been Director of 
the Centre for Labour and Social Studies (CLASS) 
for two years. In this period CLASS has been at the 
forefront of fighting back against policies that have 
resulted in rising inequality, privatised and severe-
ly underfunded public services. I’m proud to have 
seen the organisation go from strength-to-strength, 
which is now considered a leading Left think tank.

Our work would not be possible without the com-
mitment of the trade unions that created us and 
fund us. It is our links to everyday people though 
trade unions that gives us authenticity and keeps us 
focused on the policies that will truly change lives 
for the better. Strong unions are good for the econ-
omy, pay and equality. Yet we rarely hear this talked 
about. Our mission at CLASS is to spread that mes-
sage through research, analysis, and in the media. 
Our ‘Workers on the Brink’ report showed the extent 
workers are suffering through low pay and precari-
ous jobs such as zero hours contracts.  One notable 
shift in our work is a more emphasis on the role of 
class and the need to update our understanding of 
the class system. The disappearance of much of the 
markers of being working class - work in industrial 
sectors, strong unions - and the consequent atomi-
sation of social and economic life has produced a 
new social climate. In 2017 Trust for London award-
ed CLASS and Runnymede Trust funding for a two 
year project looking at race and class in London.

In November 2017 we celebrated our 5th birthday 
with an event opened by the General Secretary of 
Unite the Union, Len McCluskey, and closed by the 
Shadow Chancellor, John McDonnell. The two hun-
dred strong audience was testament to the huge 
interest in and appreciation for CLASS’s work. Both 
CLASS and the Left are at an exciting juncture. The 
politics of hope is gaining ground but at the same 
time we face uncertainty over Brexit, a crisis in pub-
lic services with utilities dominated by profiteering 
and a flat-lining economy that is increasingly based 

on exploitation. These challenges have dominated 
CLASS’s work over the past year. We have a great 
team that is united in our purpose and helping to 
lay the policy foundations for change. It is a huge 
privilege to be leading this fantastic organisation at 
such a crucial time for workers, trade unions and 
society. We will continue to work hard to develop 
the policies that will underpin a new progressive 
agenda for this country.
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A YEAR IN REVIEW

2017-18 was a year of growth for 
CLASS. The year kicked off with 
a highly unpredictable General 
Election in which CLASS played a 
key role in supporting the devel-
opment of the Labour manifesto 
costings and in promoting the pol-
icies in the manifesto. 

Our funding and staff numbers in-
creased by 50 per cent on the pre-
vious year, our media appearances 
climbed further, and the CLASS Di-
rector became a regular contrib-
utor to the Guardian.  In addition, 
we were quoted as the “the think 
tank of the moment” by Producers 
of BBC’s The Andrew Marr show.

The year also included the  intro-
duction of a new annual research 
report - Labour Market Realities 
- in which we surveyed workers 
and interviewed trade union of-

ficers and researchers to provide 
a grassroots understanding of 
the labour market and to counter 
misleading headline employment 
statistics. The report received sig-
nificant press coverage, including 
in the Metro and on the BBC. 

During the lead up to the 2017 
Budget we called on the Chancel-
lor to end austerity alongside over 
a hundred leading economists, ac-
tivists, trade unions and third sec-
tor organisations. Most notably, 
CLASS secured the signature of 
a Nobel Prize winning economist 
- Joseph Stiglitz. The letter was 
published in the Guardian.

We received more funding from 
our core supporting unions than 
in 2017/18 and continue to have 
strong support from a cross-sec-
tion of unions. The importance of 

a strong foundation across the la-
bour movement is vital to ensuring 
the focus of CLASS is grounded in 
the experiences of working peo-
ple. In 2017-18 CLASS engaged 
with many more trade unionists, 
politicians, academics, journal-
ists, opinion formers and activists 
– raising its profile as a major re-
source for progressive thinking. 

This year we held successful 
events including at the Labour 
Party Conference where speak-
ers included Paul Mason, Owen 
Jones and Frances O’Grady. We 
also spoke at Momentum’s The 
World Transformed and our Direc-
tor spoke at over 50 events across 
the UK - including at the a Labour 
rally alongside Jeremy Corbyn and 
John McDonnell in Birmingham. 

continued >

This report outlines the activities of the Centre for Labour and Social Studies 
(CLASS) from April 2017 to the end of March 2018
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From previous page > 

CLASS published a total of 14 pub-
lications last year, which ranged 
from a piece on workers on boards 
to our ‘facts and fixes’ series dis-
tributed in hard copy form to activ-
ists across the country. 

We published 80 blogs address-
ing developments including the 
Budget, housing policy, Brexit and 
immigration. A ‘Labour market re-
alities’ blog series featured inter-
views with workers alongside key 
statistics, including a postal work-
er, a lecturer and a young person.

Alongside these publications, and 
the growing use of the website 
as a resource for Left progressive 
thinking, we had a record 84 ap-

pearances in mainstream media 
which meant that our messages 
would have reached millions of 
people in 2017/18. 

The three ‘CLASS on Class’ pod-
casts all attrracted 5-star ratings 
on Apple, and were trending at 
number four in the podcast charts 
in the tens of thousands of ‘lis-
tens’. The podcasts also gained 
over 11,000 ‘listens’ on Sound-
cloud, and an additional 3,400 on 
our website.

Going forward, CLASS has a pro-
gramme to explore the big ideas 
that will speak to demographic, 
climate and technological change 
- moving the left beyond fighting 
the Tory cuts and Brexit to setting 

a new vision for the UK.  CLASS 
will continue to stress the role of 
organised labour and trade unions 
in the economy and map out how 
we can begin to reverse growing 
income inequality.  

Our papers need to be more inci-
sive, our media operation much 
wider, our events bigger and better, 
our connection with policymakers 
greater, our influence on political 
parties stronger, but above all, we 
need to include activists much 
more in this battle of ideas to shift 
the debate. Over the next year 
CLASS will work tirelessly to this 
end. 

A YEAR IN REVIEW
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MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
UNION SUPPORTERS & STAFF

The Management Committee is made up of representatives of supporting unions, Officers 
of the Institute of Employment Rights and nominated parliamentary advisors from the 
CLASS National Advisory Panel. Nominated officers from the Management Committee act 
as Directors of CLASS for financial purposes. The 2016-17 Management Committee and 
Officers were:

Sam Tarry - President and Chair, Geoff Shears - Vice Chair, Andrew Towers - Vice Chair

Kevin Courtney, Ronnie Draper, Prof Keith Ewing, John Earls, Neil Foster, Dave Gould, John Hendry 
QC, Ian Hodson, Carolyn Jones, Chris Kitchen, Andrew Murray, Doug Nicholls, Matt Waddup, Dave 
Watson.

CLASS has five members of staff - Dr Faiza Shaheen (Director), Michael Davies (Economist), Liam Ken-
nedy (Research Officer), Dhelia Snoussi (Project Officer), and Lester Holloway (Communications and 
Events Officer). While the day-to-day activities of CLASS are run by the staff and overseen by the Director, 
strategy, policy priorities and the overall management of CLASS are the responsibility of the Management 
Committee. 

Supporting Unions:

Staff:
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TV, RADIO 
& PRESS

Broadcast

In the period April 2017 to March 2018 we generated 40 
prestige appearances on national TV and radio.

BROADCAST: There were many broadcast TV and 
radio highlights across the year, including 36 appear-
ances on national TV, and 4 prestigious radio pro-
grammes. There were many notable hits, particularly 
Question Time and R4’s Today programme.  TV high-
lights include BBC Question Time, BBC One Andrew 
Marr, Channel 4 Dispatches, BBC Daily Politics, Chan-
nel 4 News, Newsnight, and Sky News. 

One Newsnight appearance was a ‘Viewsnight’ opin-
ion slot. Topics covered in interviews include the pub-
lic sector pay gap, pay rises, inequality, austerity and 
social mobility, poverty, housing, Brexit and the NHS. 
Sam Tarry’s interview on Sky (on worker productivity) 
is included in the list (right), with all other appearanc-
es featuring Faiza Shaheen. Some of the discussions 
intersected with the General Election. Radio highlights 
include BBC Radio 4 Today, BBC R4 The World Tonight, 
and BBC R4 The World At One. 

Highlights include:

Sky News: 23 appearances.

BBC Newsnight: 7 appearances.

Channel 4 News: 3 appearances.

BBC One Andrew Marr: - 2017 - June (paper review).

BBC One Question Time: 2018 - Feb

BBC Daily Politics: 2 appearances.

BBC TV News: 2 appearances.

Channel 4 Dispatches: 2017 - Oct (pay rises)

BBC World (TV): 2017 - June (Finsbury attack)

BBC Radio 4 Today: 2017 - May (tax)

BBC Radio 4 World at One: 2 appearances.

BBC Radio 4 The World Tonight: 2017 - May (Labour 
manifesto)
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PRINT & ONLINE: CLASS was featured 21 times in The Guardian across the year, 19 of which were blogs 
and contributions to the ‘expert panels’ topical discussions. The 2 Guardian news stories were focussed 
on CLASS research for PCS on the public sector pay gap, and CLASS’s ‘fat cat levy’ idea making it into the 
Labour manifesto. Faiza wrote a total of 14 Guardian blogs on topics such as austerity, the budget, the pub-
lic sector pay gap and class prejudice. She also contributed to 5 expert panels on topics such as analysing 
Labour and the Conservative’s manifestos. 

The PCS report (‘Fudging the Funding Gap’) also attracted coverage in The Independent and Morning Star. 
The ‘Labour Market Realities: Workers on the Brink’ was covered in The Metro, Daily Mail, Huffington Post, 
Morning Star, and many regional and local papers who used Press Assocation copy. The Mail also covered 
us uncritically over Grenfell. In total, CLASS had 38 blogs and articles in the national print and online.

CLASS were featured 44 times in the national print and on-
line media, plus significant coverage in the regional press.

TV, RADIO 
& PRESS

Print & Online
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PUBLICATIONS
2017-18

May 2017 - Election 2017:  A Comparison of La-
bour and Conservative Manifestos: In this brief-
ing Labour and Conservative manifesto propos-
als are assessed across policy areas including 
public services, tax, employment and Brexit.

May 2017 - Launch of five ‘Facts & Fixes’ fac-
toid booklets - Youth Prospects, Immigration, 
Jobs, Public Services & Housing.

June 2017 - Queen’s Speech Briefing: A briefing 
outlining the most important legislative proposals.

Oct 2017 - Empty Chair - It’s Time for Workers on 
Boards: Using interviews with workers on boards 
this paper makes the case for the idea of work-
ers on boards to be taken far more seriously.

Oct 2017 - Renewing Public Ownership: Con-
structing a Democratic Economy in the Twen-
ty-First Century: This report argues that the UK 
needs to rethink its approach to ownership and 
control of the economy.

Nov 2017 - Fiscal Austerity to Economic Re-
newal: This report argues for a move to public 
investment and well-paid jobs.  

Nov 2017 - Autumn Budget Briefing 2017: A de-
tailed look at the budget.

Feb 2018 - Back to Basics: Progressive Trade 
Deals: A guide explaining the dangers of mod-
ern trade deals and what we should be looking 
for in a progressive trade agenda.

Feb 2018 - Labour Market Realities: Workers 
On The Brink: The first annual CLASS report on 
the state of the UK labour market, providing an 
analysis of the economy rooted in the lived ex-
perience of it.

March 2018 - Fudging the funding on pay: A re-
ort for the public services union PCS, looks at 
departmental budgets in Whitehall and whether 
they are able to fund pay rises for workers.
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BLOGS
& BLOG ANALYTICS

CLASS published 80 blogs across the 2017-18 period, and blog traffic 
increased by 59% on the previous year.

CLASS blogs had 59% more on-
line visits than the 2016-17 pe-
riod, thanks to some significant 
contributions from notable fig-
ures on the Left. Writers includ-
ed professors Danny Dorling, 
Marjorie Mayo, Ruth Lister and 
Diane Raey, politicians Chi On-
wurah, Angela Rayner and Lau-
ra Pidcock, union figures Mark 
Serwotka, Sally Hunt, John Earls, 
and social commentators like 
Paul Mason and Maya Goodfel-
low.

A wide range of subjects were 
covered, including Brexit, labour 
market inequalites such as pay 
and workplace rights, education, 
housing, and the Grenfell disas-

ter. Blogs included the ‘Labour 
Market Realities’ series which 
featured embedded video inter-
views with workers in different 
sectors (Uber driver, LSE cleaner, 
Royal Mail postal worker and Ar-
gos worker). We also ran a ‘The 
Stakes’ series which explored 
topics from different perspec-
tives. 

The most popular being Ox-
bridge diversity (Sol Gamsu / 
Michael Donnelly), working for 
Argos at Christmas (LMR), and 
Faiza’s immediate response to 
the Grenfell disaster. 

Blogs showed a particular in-
crease (up 59%) with the most 

popular being Oxbridge diversity 
(Sol Gamsu / Michael Donnelly), 
working for Argos at Christmas 
(LMR), and Faiza’s immediate re-
sponse to the Grenfell disaster. 
Faiza wrote half a dozen blogs, 
in addition to her 14 for The 
Guardian.  The three ‘CLASS on 
Class’ podcasts all attrracted 
5-star ratings on Apple, and were 
trending at number four in the 
podcast charts with ‘listens’ in 
the tens of thousands. The pod-
casts also gained over 11,000 
‘listens’ on Soundcloud, and an 
additional 3,400 on our website. 
The first podcast was the 7th 
best viewed content page on our 
website in the period.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
& WEB

Social media and website witness increased traffic.

• Top tweets get up to 

88,000 impressions

• Twitter up to 16,500 

followers

• Website traffic up 36% 

on previous year

Our Twitter account finished the year on 
16,500 followers. We attracted 3.8 million 
impressions with an average of 4.7 people 
‘mentioning’ @classthinktank in their tweets 
every day. The top tweet we were men-
tioned in (by @Newsnight) had 1,971 en-
gagements, narrowly ahead of a tweet by @
LauraPidcockMP prompting her blog for us. 
We published five tweets that each attract-
ed over 50,000 impressions. Five tweets 
were retweeted more than 50 times, and one 
tweet was liked more than 100 times.

Unfortunately, Facebook insights only cover 
the past month, so no data is available for 
the period. 

Website analytics show that the site attract-
ed 64,000 users in the year, up 36% from the 
previous period. 51% of users were aged 18 
- 34, and 45% were female - both healthy sta-
tistics. 

There was good flow from reports to other 
parts of the website, but poor flow from the 
blog to other site content. Faiza’s page in 
the staff section had 5,000 clicks alone, with 
20% going on to click on ‘work for us’. 
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FINANCIAL
REPORT

1 April 2017 - 31 March 2018

Income              (£) Actual   (£) Budget       2016-17       Expenditure     (£) Actual   (£) Budget         2016-17

Salaries, Wages       147,781                                                 123,602
& Training
Events              22,055               145,000                     21,138
Website / Publicity     2,410                  22,000                       6,560
Travel / Subsist.       1,234               2,550                2,449
Office expenses    6,173               2,450                2,951
& Printing
Professional fees     17,663               6,000                5,200
Bank Charges     113               17,000                36
& Interest

Total                            197,429             195,000                    162,206

Taxation                    22

Net Surplus/              998                   -13,308
(Deficit) after tax:

Cash in bank     6,529                  10,629
Reserves     15,179                  20,704

2017-18 Donations     185,500            180,000                  143,500
   Unite         80,000      50,000
   GMB          40,000      40,000
   TSSA          5,000      5,000
   NUT         10,000     5,000
   MU          0      7,500
   UCU          5,000     5,000
   CWU          12,500     20,000
   PCS          5,000     5,000
   ASLEF          5,000     2,500
   BFAWU                  1,500     1,500
   GFTU           1,000
   NUM          1,000
   UniGlobal          7,500
   Other          12,000

Sales          12,926               4,000                      100
   Tickets          678      4,446
   Sponsorship         1,500     1,746
   Speaking Fee               1,200     2,500
   Consultancy          9,545     300
   Other Income          4

Interest Receivable

Total         198,426                                              148,898
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